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Business aircraft manufacturers continue to invest in new products, with about a dozen new or upgraded business aircraft in development--from supersonic aircraft to business jets and turboprops, ...
Lineup of Latest Business Aircraft In Development
Today in aviation, the Sukhoi Superjet 100, the first all-new commercial aircraft in post-Soviet Russia, flew for the first time in 2008.
Today in Aviation: First Flight of the Sukhoi Superjet 100
The Second Generation Beacon (SGB) is a product that has been expected for the last few years in the maritime industry. Operational requirements, specifications, and type approval standards for Cospas ...
Will Second Generation Cospas-Sarsat Beacons be Introduced in 2021?
Among Harborne's portfolio of companies is international ... Eclipse Aviation. After focusing on upgrading the existing Eclipse fleet to the specifications promised by the original company and ...
Eclipse Aerospace Rises Once Again
Textron Aviation’s largest jet—the Longitude—is gaining ground in the super-midsize market. As of the end of 2020, the company had delivered 31 Longitudes, following certification in ...
Cessna Citation Longitude: Pilot Report
Even if there is an actual airplane behind the quote, you may not want a Frank Sinatra-era Learjet ... of XOJet Aviation’s super midsize Citation Xs. It was from Ft. Lauderdale International ...
Everything You Need To Know About Booking Private Jet Charters
(CNN) — The long-held dream of a successor to Concorde just got a little farther away as one of the major contenders in the race to build a supersonic passenger jet appears to have run out of ...
The dream of supersonic passenger flight hits turbulence
Business travel and international travel have yet to come back, although airlines said they're seeing signs of a future recovery there as well. United, which is due to speak at the conference ...
Planes are filling up and tickets are ridiculously expensive
The International ... 120 passengers (75% seating capacity) on the flight, the carbon dioxide produced per passenger would be 59.81kg. On the other hand, a similar trip on the Learjet 40XR ...
How climate change affects our health, both directly and indirectly
"We, both in terms of the international bodies we're part of and as an administration with the FAA [Federal Aviation Administration] are looking at that," he told CNN's John Berman. Willie Walsh ...
Airlines are avoiding Belarus after 'state-sponsored hijacking' of Ryanair flight
By March 1956, Khrushchev was ready to use Tupolev’s creation to score an international PR victory ... The Kremlin focused its civil aviation efforts over the past decade on developing the so-called ...
In 1956, the Soviets held first place — briefly.
Adding to this “lead dog” environment is the additional factor that 75 ... aviation end markets. With $225 million in revenues, nearly 60% of UK-based Cobham revenue is derived from ...
TransDigm Group: A 'Macbeth' Inflation Fighter With Unique Business Model
He faces the death penalty in Belarus. We demand the immediate release of Raman, an @ICAO (international aviation group) investigation and sanctions against Belarus." US Ambassador to Belarus ...
Belarus activist arrested after fighter jet intercepts his Ryanair flight
Delta's load factor will exceed 75% for this quarter, with the load factor in June expected to be in the mid-80s. Hawaiian also reported revenues that exceeded its previous guidance in a Tuesday ...
Key metrics show airlines are cruising at 2019 levels
SAN FRANCISCO, May 27, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Autodesk, Inc. (NASDAQ: ADSK) today reported financial results for the first quarter of fiscal 2022. All growth rates are compared to the first quarter ...
Autodesk, Inc. Announces Fiscal 2022 First Quarter Results
3 and 4 engines,” the Collings Foundation’s “ineffective safety management system, which failed to mitigate safety risks” and the Federal Aviation Administration’s “inadequate ...
NTSB: Pilot’s actions, maintenance issues caused deadly 2019 B-17 bomber crash at Bradley Airport
Shares of Sun Pharmaceutical Industries closed at Rs 699.75 per scrip on BSE, down 0.55 per cent from its previous close. Tropical Cyclone Yaas May 26 Highlights: Jharkhand remains on high alert ...
Sun Pharma Q4 net profit zooms over twofold to Rs 894.15 crore
Triumph Motorcycles India on Tuesday launched the all-new 2021 Bonneville Bobber at ₹11.75 lakh (ex-showroom). The new Bobber brings forward a range of significant updates inside out.
2021 Triumph Bonneville Bobber launched in India. Price & specifications here
and Nasdaq 100 e-minis were up 75.25 points, or 0.55%. Boeing rose 1.2% after aircraft leasing business SMBC Aviation Capital agreed to buy an additional 14 Boeing 737 MAX jets. Nvidia Corp rose 1 ...
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